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There were: 41 possible respondents. Responses are on a 6 (Strongly Agree) - 1 (Strongly Disagree) scale.
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Jacki used creative ways to teach rather than just taking course content made 20+ years ago and ramming it down our throats. Her approach to teaching worked well
for students of this century.

I enjoyed the class discussions and I also enjoyed the yellow dig to keep up on current events.

I liked the mix of instruction methods, from group work to hands on activities. I like how the final was formatted for short answer.

Well organized, very thought out. Jacki did a great job teaching the material.

The upstream Ted talk was great and tied it all together. The last few classes when we talked about economic equations etc I got a little lost and didn't follow as well.

Yellow dig helped with keeping up with current events, and jeopardy helped with the final!

Overall the structure was the most organized and easy to follow course Ive taken. There was a lot of work and reading but all of the reading was interesting and on
subject. Best class I've taken at the U

Current events and frequent assignments

Professor was great. Engaged the class well. Content was easy to understand and applicable to present day issues.

good teacher, good class structure

Loved it

Creat ed a great atmosphere for participation.

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
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It was obvious that Jacki had a thorough understanding of the subject and a passion for helping us to better understand it as well. She presented information in a way
that was easy to understand for both the Econ and health majors that were in the course. She set clear expectations of us and herself and then followed both of those
expectations once they were set.

STRENIO

Knew her stuff KindSTRENIO

She is very helpful and kindfull, and she will do everything in her hand to deliver the information for the student. I'm glad to take this class with her and I wish for
her all the best .

STRENIO

One of the best instructors I have had at the U. Course work presented with clarity, even for a confusing topic (who knew?)STRENIO

Of any of the teachers I have had at the U I felt like Jacki was the best one, even though the course was so short. I could tell that she put actual time and effort into
creating teaching methods that would be effective AND enjoyable. She seemed to legitimately care whether the students were LEARNING rather than just getting
through materials and checking them off a list as most other teachers seem to do at the U and completely discounting students. Other instructors could really learn
from her.

STRENIO

She was knowledgeable about the subject and was enthusiastic about what she was teaching. The class material was interesting and she encouraged us to learn more
about current events.

STRENIO

I think that the instructor was very willing to answer questions and help the students succeed. I liked that the instructor was a fast grader as well.STRENIO

Jacki was a great instructor. Kept her personal bias out of the classroom unless asked for. Very prepared and lessons were thought out. Always on time and ready to
teach wth passion.

STRENIO

I'm a senior and I can honestly say that professor Strenio was one of the best professors I've had in my undergraduate. She is a gifted teacher and prides herself in
teaching the content in a way the students can easily understand. The learning process was exciting and natural. The percentage of content absorbed was extremely
high and you walk away from a 3 hour lecture with energy about the topics discussed. Couldn't be happier with the course and professor.

STRENIO

She was great overall!STRENIO

Approachable and UnderstandingSTRENIO

Great at teaching. Helped students understand the content thoroughly. Gave great insight. Reliable in communication and feedback. Super congenial and nice.STRENIO

Quick to respond and very smart and open in answering any questionsSTRENIO

the videos and class notesSTRENIO

understanding and innovative.STRENIO

Great visuals and opportunity for participation.STRENIO

Jacki is incredibly knowledgeable in this area. Her extensive understanding of Health Economics allowed me to learn and understand a great deal on this subject.STRENIO

Question: Instructor Comments

I really enjoyed the structure and organization of the course, both in class and on Canvas. I think the combination of academic readings and in class discussion lead
to a very informative learning experience.

Readings and the activities

The professor used a variety of teaching techniques to keep the course interesting; as opposed to just lecturing. Applying economic theory to current events made me
a more informed student and better at arguing healthcare with my father in law.
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